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I heard that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of United Kingdom has issued an official statement on the
situation. The statement conveys that all Bitcoin exchanges are under the purview of any civil law in the UK
and that the British government and its agencies will take all necessary measures to protect customer funds

and operations. I want to let the market get a sense of the importance of the matter. In 1730, SegWit was
effectively made compulsory by increasing the size of the block so that most transactions were able to fit in

them. This basically provided an incentive for miners to keep around the record of the transactions while
cutting out the middle-man processor, and making sure that a large enough block size to maintain the goal
of faster transactions was maintained. This incentivized the miners to start keeping around the transaction

and reducing the size of the block size for themselves. They could do this without sacrificing the overall
utility of the network, which is the same reason that PayPal, one of the biggest failures of centralized key

management, is actually better than Bitcoin, as it actually has the goal of better UX but still keeps the keys
at arm's length. There's an important corollary to this, which is that while neither PayPal, nor SegWit, nor

Lightning Network, nor any system in the world, can ever replace the original design goals of Bitcoin, for no
payment system has a security model that takes the massive jump, without first establishing itself as trust-

minimized and lightning-fast. Somebody already did. CashID is a plug-and-play solution that has been
around for over a year, and is used by a number of companies and publicly available applications, like

Bitcoin and Android wallets, and several exchanges, like BitStamp.
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